We develop and evaluate ASK-ASSIST, a decision support system that enables automatically setting up communication networks and sharing knowledge amongst security personnel, in particular when they are confronted with a series of unexpected incidents while on patrol. Currently, team leaders of mobile security guards are still forced to assess the consequences of a series of incidents and to take decisions in a heuristic way. On the basis of incomplete and uncertain information they have to determine the security situation, who to bring in contact with whom, and which personnel or which information systems should be lined up in order to resolve the incidents as a whole. ASK-ASSIST, however, automates robust dynamic formation and coordination of the right coalitions of security personnel, such that they support human improvisation in determining the nature of incidents and taking decisions by the coalitions. These coalitions comprise security personnel, communication security infrastructures and knowledge management security infrastructures. ASK-ASSIST is based on a framework for selforganization that generates ranked lists of incident-specific critical (re)configurations of coalitions in which joint tasks are assigned to agents associated with roles, like guards or team leaders. Our main contributions are the grounding and evaluation of the framework underlying ASK-ASSIST. We instantiate, validate and test the system on the basis of real data. These data concern organizational structures reflected in the coalitions and implicit or explicit feedback provided by personnel from a private security company. The provided feedback relates to the daily operational mobile security surveillance processes including those that involve functionalities of ASK-ASSIST.
INTRODUCTION
Organizations physically located in urban areas and isolated industrial zones generally hire private security companies to guard their property from theft and vandalism. There are many ways in which security at such locations can be realized. For example, security personnel may be stationed at the different sites of the organization. This is a standard way of surveillance of a site during daytime or in the evening. In addition or alternatively, patrol guards are sent to check multiple client premises during nighttime or week-ends by car. In this paper, we focus on the latter case of mobile surveillance of security objects and in particular the management of incidents like the occurrence of alarms by offering the guards on patrol support for improvisation.
In the case of mobile surveillance, the security company plans frequent visits (i.e., the number and the nature of the visits are specified in the contract that was agreed on) by security guards to their client premises to deter and, possibly, observe inappropriate actions. This planning consist of different routes, that is, sequences of locations for each guard and the tasks, such as closing down the building, that are associated with each of these location. In addition, personnel of the security company dispatch center may act upon alarms (e.g., burglar alarms), for example, by sending a guard for further inspection or, ultimately, by notifying the nearest fire department. The requirements with respect to these less routine actions (e.g., the maximum time to arrival at the location of the alarm) may be specified as part of the contractual agreement as well.
While on patrol a security guard has to move by car from one location to another. Once the guard arrives at a location, there may be one or more tasks to perform (possibly in a specific order). A typical course of events during a work shift of a security guard does not only entail the acts of transportation and performing location specific tasks, but also frequent communication with, for example, a responder of the dispatch center or with a team leader. This communication need is particularly important if an incident occurs. Knowing what to do or who to contact is paramount when confronted with such unexpected events.
Handling incidents is commonly achieved by following documented security protocols and procedures. Due to a lack of transparency and the low quality of those protocols, such procedures are hardly internalized in the organization and offer little help [1] when faced with unexpected events or unanticipated incidents. Therefore, members in the private security organization are compelled to improvise.
In such cases, mobile security personnel, after assessing the situation in-situ, invariably contact team leaders or a responder at the dispatch center. As a consequence, the physical and cognitive work load of all security personnel increases. We are developing a mobile surveillance coalition formation support system, ASK-ASSIST that facilitates improvisation by security personnel themselves in case of incidents or emergencies by improving the efficiency of communication amongst them. It has been suggested that decision support systems (DSS) are helpful in handling incidents [8] . In the COMBINED systems project an architecture is presented for such systems [6] . Although the literature describes ample work on decision support systems for incident management, research on decisions support systems is in the early stages. Approaches that aim at support the improvisation process have only been recently proposed [10] . To facilitate the decision making process, the use of intelligent software agents, as an intermediate layer, has been suggested [16] . Hybrid human-agent systems enabling such support require particular groupings of, for example, guards and systems.
We belief that given an incident -we consider simply parts of the actual and historic context -ASK-ASSIST could recommend appropriate ranked lists of robust coalitions of security personnel and communication and information systems to assist individual security guards or groups. This way ASK-ASSIST could arrange and, in addition, effectively establish a desired telephone connection or conference call amongst security personnel in case of, for example, a burglary alarm at a bank.
The problem of grouping together individuals in an effective way has been studied in a variety of different settings. For example, two-sided matchmaking tries to bring individuals together into couples [7, 9, 13] . Many situations occur in everyday life where one group of entities must be mapped onto another (e.g., employees/firms, patients/doctors, consumers/products). At first sight, it also seems logical to model the formation of these simple coalitions using bipartite graphs. However, a security guard, for example, needs to contact another security guard via a responder of the dispatch center and, possibly, a team leader for a particular reason (e.g., when certain expertise about a security object is required). Those extra organizational roles and context should be taken into account in the formation process, as the qualities of the coalitions heavily depend on them.
Coalition formation was originally studied in game theory. However, coalitions there are not formed to bring together individuals given a certain context, but rather to suggest possible cooperation between players in a non-cooperative game. Since players in a non-cooperative game can always improve on their collective payoff by cooperating, it was traditionally assumed that players will always form the largest possible coalition. The precise argument in traditional game theory is based on the observation that all games that are put in coalitional form are super-additive. The main concern of cooperative game theory is how to divide the collective gain over the members of the coalition taking into account all possible contexts that might occur. However, in crisis incident management particular contexts can predict the onset of an incident or a disaster, and trigger measures countering them. Thus averaging coalition formation over all contexts is certainly not a panacea for supporting human improvisation in case of incidents or disasters.
Recently, bounded rationality, incomplete information, or communication overhead in large coalitions of agents have been put forward as reasons against forming large coalitions (i.e., against the super-additive property of agent networks). Robust matchmaking or coalition formation appears to occur at critical agent network scales. For example, in pair partnership matching an agent is satisfied with a coalition of itself and only one other agent as soon as a specific threshold of a value function is met or passed at a critical scale. Here the value function reflects, for example, an agent preference scheme and a critical scale the maximal possible or tolerable level of communication intensity between two agents given their limited storage, communication and processing resources [15] . Similar critical context-dependent temporal dynamic scales can be identified for larger coalitions needed to resolve more complex incidents. In earlier work, a framework was suggested that (i) generalizes existing conceptual or formal matchmaking and coalition formation models and (ii) is used for the implementation of a matchmaking system [17] . The effectiveness and efficiency of such groupings and, in particular, the value functions have to be accounted for and empirically modeled.
Such accounts, and accounts for coalition formation, may come about after collaboratively filtering the logged agent network history of coalition formation patterns at critical scales. The formation of coalitions -given incidents -can be modeled by means of different types of filtering:
• Content-based filtering [12] , which allows the matching of an agent to an agent coalition. A corresponding task can be allocated to alleviate an incident on the basis of the similarity between an agent coalition given an incident and those of interest to one agent given the specific incident.
• Collaborative filtering, either memory-based [4] or model-based [18] , which allows matching of an agent onto an agent coalition. A corresponding task can be allocated to alleviate an incident on the basis of the similarity between the coalition formation profile of an agent and those of other agents.
• Collaborative content-based filtering [2] , which allows the matching of an agent to an agent coalition and allocates a corresponding task to alleviate an incident on the basis of a joint similarity of the above.
The kernels inducing incident-specific coalition formation help model improvisation by humans. Robust models can be distilled upon learning the performance of situational context-specific coordination schemes of dynamic multi-agent systems (MAS), including artificial and human agents, viz. [5] . Learning by MAS, in turn, can be corroborated by complying with an appropriate scale-space paradigm [14] that adequately captures system dynamics and evolution and self-organization at critical scales.
For lack of space we refrain from in-depth expositions on our coalition formation framework and multi-scale-based collaborative filtering techniques. Instead, we apply them to an future mobile surveillance scenario (see section 2) given a specific incident on a route of security guards, to find a suitable group of agents and tasks this group has to perform when additional, possibly artificial, agents and agent functionality become available (in this case a coalition formation support system). Next, in section 3 we use our framework to create a model of this dynamic mobile surveillance domain. In this section, we present a formal description of the domain entities in a coalition formation environment. We describe the configurations of coalitions and the evolution of these configurations. In addition, we sketch how to retain robust context-specific ranked coalition formation models by collaborative filtering. In section 4, we describe the design of the ASK-ASSIST system for improvisation support. Based on a three-layered architecture, we focus on the layer of software agents that intermediates between human actors and the data/information layer. Finally, we will present and discuss in section 5 the results of testing our decision support approach on real data in the mobile surveillance domain.
FUTURE SURVEILLANCE SCENARIO
In the following scenes we sketch a mobile surveillance scenario in which the need for coalition formation support becomes more and more compelling with the consecutive scenes. After having discussed these scenes, we show how our coalition formation framework can support improvisation of humans resolving incidents by taking advantage of ASK-ASSIST functionalities.
Scene 1: Bob Goes on Security Patrol
Commonly, a security guard starts patrol from a specific site. In general, this site corresponds to the base of the company that covers a region and that hosts a diversity of assets that are used for surveillance in that region, such as vehicles and all sorts of communication devices. So, every regular route starts at the company's base (e.g., to pick up a vehicle) and ends there as well (e.g., to drop off a vehicle). On patrol a guard sequentially visits each location and performs the tasks relevant to this site in accordance with his or her schedule. This course of events reflects the most basic activities of mobile surveillance in the security domain. The next two scenes illustrate more complex events that require inter-human communication in order to deal well with the given situation.
Bob is based as

Scene 2: David Assigns an Alarm
Besides performing the scheduled patrols, private security companies are also contracted to react on alarms occurring at a client's property. The security company, then, obliges itself to have a guard present at the alarm location within a certain time interval (say, 30 minutes) as specified in a contract. When an alarm is set off a typical course of events is the following: 
.06 a.m. she notifies the dispatch center of this. The location at which the alarm occurred is inserted into the schedule of Carol on route 291. Carol arrives at the bank at 4.23 a.m., just in time.
In this procedure, every alarm that occurs requires the dispatch center to assign (and, possibly, to delegate the alarm assignment to the task leader). This procedure is effective, but not very efficient. The total communication delay increases as the number of alarms increases and as the number of assignments issued by the dispatcher center coordinator that are refused by the guards on route increases. The assignment of alarms to guards is a much recurring process that depletes the physical and cognitive resources of those involved [3] . It requires new planning activities, which may obstruct operational processes and can even aggravate incidents.
Scene 3: Bob Assists Carol
In reality, security guards are confronted with many more contingencies that make it difficult for them to perform their tasks as planned. There is wide range of unexpected events that may occur on patrol. Such events may be illustrated by means of the following slightly more problematic course of events: Likewise, a security guard may be confronted with incidents that ask for communicating with a colleague who recently visited the same security object (e.g., in case of recent damage to the object like broken windows). Furthermore, she or he may have to handle incidents in which it is necessary to figure out the location of a set of keys or the access code to the premises before he can complete the core security tasks. In all these cases it is essential that the right information is made available, once the right person or support system is found.
Scene 4: Bob Transferred to Carol
The two previous scenes illustrate the claim that a sudden sequence of incidents may lead to an increase in the workload of dispatch center employees and team leaders to undesirable levels. Actors of the latter type manage dynamic mobile surveillance, also in case of incidents. They malfunction and underperform as they are subject to communication overload. It is not surprising that there is an interest in automating delegation and escalation processes from security guards towards dispatch center employees or team leaders as soon as they are threatened by physical or cognitive overload. Another reason for automation is to resolve incidents more rapidly and to prevent disasters. Before we discuss in more detail how automation could be attained, let us briefly illustrate this automated process: A guard may also be in need of certain keys of or expertise about a particular security object (as in scene 3). The idea is that in such cases ASK-ASSIST uses information about the actual and historic states and contexts of the relevant entities (e.g., keys, vehicles, guards) to determine the right coalition of (human) agents and assigned tasks in order to resolve the incident or at least to provide the information crucial to solving the problem by human improvisation. Thereto, we propose ASK-ASSIST to recommend given situational contexts ranked lists of potential current or future agent coalitions for either retrieving the requested information or setting up communication or audio phone conference amongst security personnel. Such recommendations by ASK-ASSIST are established after properly grounding the mobile surveillance entities involved and empirically modeling their actual and historic situational contexts.
MODELING SURVEILLANCE DOMAIN
In this section, we use our framework to model the dynamic mobile surveillance domain as illustrated in the previous section. First, we describe the domain entities in terms of a coalition formation environment. Next we describe the configurations of coalitions of these entities and the evolution thereof. In the last section, we show how collaborative filtering historic, current and future context data in the mobile surveillance domain provides robust context and incident specific rankings of coalition formation models.
Coalition Formation Environment
For any particular coalition formation problem, we say that the coalition formation elements belong to a coalition formation environment associated with the problem domain. In earlier work we have given a formal definition of the concept of a coalition formation environment [17] and its application to mobile surveillance in security.
In a coalition formation environment we make a distinction between two types of elements. The first type of elements we call active elements, (e.g. a buyer, a provider, a patient or an employee). Active elements are capable of exerting particular preferences to when and which groups are formed. The second type concerns elements that are passive (e.g. tasks or real-estate objects). Passive elements are indifferent to what group they belong. Typically, past, current and future contexts are considered passive elements. In many applications, matchmaking or coalition formation aligns and groups individuals (e.g., users) and items (e.g., access code information) such that their configurations meet the preferences and requirements of all the separate entities, being perhaps all possible individuals or any subgroup thereof. The general idea is that active elements, in contrast to passive elements, have and impose preferences and requirements during the coalition formation process. In the domain of mobile security, for example, coalition formation could concern a security guard requesting expertise about a security object, preferably, by the most experienced security guard available. Clearly, this process depends on the contexts, i.e., aspects of the collective of passive elements involved. If we look to the scenario of the previous section in more detail, we can identify the following active elements (roles) in this security domain:
• Mobile surveillance security guards(MS), and Active elements represent the roles that agents can fulfill in a domain. One can imagine that individual agents fulfill different roles over time. Furthermore, new active and passive elements can be introduced in the domain. Last but not least, relations between agents and active elements can be explicated and spelled out [17] .
As mentioned earlier, not all elements in the environment need to be active. In our mobile security scenario, there following entities have no notion of preferences:
• The set of all tasks(T),
•
The set of all security objects (Obj),
The set of patrol vehicles (V) , •
The set of keys for accessing or locking security objects
The set of security object specific alarms (S) ,
The set of routes (R), and •
The set of discrete times (t)..
Note that the set of tasks also includes interactive tasks, such as communication. In Scene 4 of the previous section, for example, communication is set up between two security guards by ASK-ASSIST. This means that, in reality, this communication task is labeled with the relevant member of the set of active elements A. These sorts of relations could, for example, also be relevant to the set of security alarms, because of their object specificity. In this work, we do not explicitly model these labels.
Evolution of a Configuration of Coalitions
Having described a coalition formation environment, the goal is not only to generate a configuration of elements, so-called coalitions, that can handle common mobile surveillance circumstances, e.g. daily patrol in Scene 1 of the previous section, but that can also handle unexpected security incidents by providing improvisation support to humans with the advent of newly added elements, e.g. ASK-ASSIST, in Scene 4.
Our research interest lies in showing how the introduction of ASK-ASSIST, taking advantage of a domain-specific collaborative filtering paradigm, facilitates run-time reconfiguration either to tackle security incidents directly or to enhance improvisation by humans. The latter can be accomplished by ASK-ASSIST, for example, by recommending to place the right security personnel in a conference call or to provide the most appropriate security context information or support systems. Before we discuss this paradigm, let us make the concept of a configuration explicit in terms of our coalition formation environment and additional structures.
In the literature, the concept of a coalition configuration appears frequently, although under different names. In combinatorics the coalition configuration is known under the name matching or perfect matching. Cooperative game theory uses the term coalition structure. In earlier work, we defined a configuration as a grouping of agent roles performing a set of (dependable) compositions of tasks in specific contexts. A configuration can consist of elements of the environment, such that each element only occurs exactly once at the same time in a configuration.
In order to further structure a configuration we model role groups. A role group is a subset of active elements in A that performs a collection of tasks in T in a specific group context, i.e., a subset of passive elements B. This implies that an agent coalition consists of group roles in a given group context assigned to a corresponding collection of tasks. We represent this assignment in terms of a task assignment function γ:2 
° is a composition rule consistent with a non-commutative operator or task algebra.
Particular configurations may not be effective or possible at all. Different types of constraints, i.e., those spelled out by the task algebra, limit the set of all possible combinations of coalitions, ergo non-commutative. We define the skill set of configurations Γ in the environment as the collection of possible combinations of coalitions for a specific route in the environment. For the routes r∈R, a configuration Γ 0 : γ i r ∪ …∪ γ j r is a member of the skill set.
Furthermore, not all configurations of the skill set perform equally well considering future security requirement levels. In general, there may be various security performance measures associated with a configuration. In order formalize, let us define a so-called M-value for each coalition in a configuration:
Definition 2 Let M be an environment. An M-value is a pair (V,v)
where V ⊆ Γ and v a value function over each member of V .
Now, to identify the different value schemes that individual agents may apply to coalitions, we define an M-evaluation as a family of
M-values where the index set, represented by the set of agents, of the family is used to identify the different schemes
Definition 3 Let M be a coalition formation environment. An Mevaluation is a finite family V = {(V α ,v α )} of M-values for each agent α.
Analogously, we have to perform an M-Evaluation of the possible reconfiguration functions f: Γ × t → Γ, when security incidents, like alarms, occur at a certain point in time that require assistance and gathering of security guards active on other routes, or that require a coalition formation support system, like ASK-ASSIST, to be introduced or lined up.
This ranking feature of an M-Evaluation operator with respect to context-dependent reconfiguration functions provides the desired means to recommend the right coalition formation support for improvisation by humans. In this case the M-Evaluation may also cover the actual and plausible future operational contexts (including evaluations, e.g. involved costs) of more than one coalition. For example, whenever a security guard is instructed to leave his or her route to assist a colleague on another, the required time needed for providing assistance and the delay caused by traveling forth and back may hamper his or her overall route performance more than that of another guard just in close vicinity of the guard in need. M-Evaluation will shed a light on various types of differences as well as on communication delay reduction and other operational performance advantages of adopting ASK-ASSIST. This ranking can be formally captured by inducing context-dependent hierarchies of reconfigurations following similar ideas presented in the literature [19] for quality of contextbased optimization of end-to-end mobile-health data delivery services:
Definition 4 Let M be a coalition formation environment and V an M-evaluation in terms of M-value pairs (V,v) where V ⊆ Γ and generalized value function v: V×…× V R describing the value for consecutive reconfigurations coinciding with (unexpected) context changes over time. Assuming that reconfigurations occur at t 0 …t n , corresponding to time-points at which incidents occur, a CMH of reconfiguration function f is defined by:
where Γ q
opt (t i r ) is valid from t i to t i+1 and where r is denotes the route number and q denotes the index set of the ordering on the set of possible (re)configurations. Note that the time points carry route-specific annotations. Labeling Γ by opt expresses the optimality of the (re)configuration in terms of the M-evaluation associated with it, such that the following holds: where ext v(Γ n ) denotes an extreme value configurations, this could be either a maximum(for profits) or a minimum(for costs) depending on the type of value function used.
Let us give an example to illustrate a course of events where a simple reconfiguration is suggested to handle an incident:
Today security guard Bob is scheduled for route 326. Bob needs to visit four different sites that night. A glimpse on his schedule tells him that, first, he is to visit a local bank and, then, a hangar complex near the harbor. He leaves the base for a visit to the first security object planned on his route. At t 1 , he arrives at the site. After the usual preparation for each visit (with the PDA), Bob discovers he does not possess the set of keys to enter the bank. Because of this incident, he decides to call the support system, ASK-ASSIST. This is at t i .
To support the decision, ASK-ASSIST will suggest a possible reconfiguration (or several suitable reconfigurations) to those involved in the process. We can give a more formal representation of the original configuration (partially) given in the scene sketched so far as. The configuration consists of different coalitions γ r .
ASK-ASSIST, by means of function f, may generate multiple possible reconfigurations of the current configuration. Considering the time-points t and, in specific, the time t i at which the incident occurs, a reconfiguration by function f can be denoted as follows:
with From the time point on at which the incident occurs, the configuration is altered in order to deal with the unexpected event.
For example, given Bob's problem, ASK-ASSIST might suggest that Carol or Bob's team leader Alice, who are actually both in possession of a set of the right keys, should be aligned. Carol is in the vicinity. So, her travel-time is less than that of Alice. introducing ASK-ASSIST for aligning systems and security personnel in case of an incident, we would like to take advantage of the already stored and accessible historic contexts to do so. Thereto, the network should self-organize this given the potential reduction of communication chains and delays provided by ASK-ASSIST compared to standard way of working, and the observed and processed historic contexts of e.g. who wants to contact whom when such an incident happens. This self-organization of the evolving security network culminates in a prediction model for reconfiguration given unexpected events or the introduction of novel coalition formation support systems.
At t 2 , Bob contacts
Robust Reconfigurations
Collaborative content-based filtering [2] can readily be applied to incident-specific coalition formation problems in the security domain. Joint kernels weighing past reconfigurations (explicitly by measuring feedback or implicitly by measuring occurrence) can be used to predict and recommend ranked lists of reconfigurations, i.e. context-dependent CMH-hierarchies on the reconfiguration function, given not anticipated incidents or the introduction of ASK-ASSIST. Besides collaborative filtering also machine learning of e.g. Bayesian network classifiers can be applied in order to obtain such hierarchies [11] . Although these approaches provide means to ground those hierarchies in actual and historic contexts, they do not generate robust coalition formation solutions, whenever those contexts or M-evaluations are uncertain. The context values, e.g., locations of security guards and road traffic states, can only be known up to a certain level of resolution. Furthermore, specific types of M-evaluations, such as surveillance expertise needed in case of alarms, require exploring and analysis of the exhibited skills and knowledge level of security personnel at typical context-dependent critical temporal scales. Thus to find a lost key it makes sense to ask the most experienced only when there is evidence that the last guard who visited the security object claims he has deposited the key where it should.
In order to arrive at robust grounded coalition formation alternatives we elaborate on how to apply our dynamic scalespace paradigm [14] . Thereto, it is necessary first to define notions of reconfiguration image, gauge and dynamic scale-space of reconfiguration image.
Definition 5 (Reconfiguration Image) A reconfiguration image I:M N is a representation of the external vector-valued energydensity field M of an actual reconfiguration as a vector-valued density field of the induced one N.
Note that the vector-valued density field of the induced reconfiguration is a member of all potential and existing contextdependent reconfigurations that can be made operational or are stored in a database, e.g. ASK-ASSIST solutions for putting the right security people in a mobile conference call when an alarm occurs.
To properly analyze such an image in terms of a complete and irreducible set of equivalences, it is mandatory to know how the reconfiguration image changes whenever they are subjected to a particular class of so-called gauge groups:
Definition 6 (Gauge) A gauge group consistent with reconfiguration image (Definition 5) is a group or set of transformations leaving (Definition 5) or some of its properties invariant.
Such gauge groups could cover spatio-temporal deformations and even morphological transformations including spatio-temporal reordering, cutting, pasting, insertion and deletion of reconfiguration (image) objects. For example, introducing ASK-ASSIST in a security company next to the standard way of working causes non-trivial image reconfigurations in case of unexpected alarms and given incentive to reduce the workload or to increase operational performance.
A set of equivalences F of a reconfiguration image (Definition 5) comes about after setting up a (co)-frame field, metric and/or connection invariant under a gauge group (Definition 6), see [14] .
As alluded some of the gauge groups can generate active transformations, such as introducing ASK-ASSIST. However, these transformations can be undone by means of similarity operations inducing robust deliberation schemes on the reconfiguration image. Thus a categorization problem with respect to reconfiguration images emerges that involves besides the problem of invariance under the gauge group also the problem of demonstrating its robustness under similarity operations. The latter implies that a reconfiguration image acquired upon multiscale collaborative filtering -required in case of a sudden alarmneed not cause a dramatic drop in the security level compared to the daily patrol shifts executed.
In order to ensure robust reconfiguration a gauge group consistent dynamic scale-space of reconfiguration images must be generated [14] . Such a dynamic scale-space is obtained by a gauge group consistent context dependent coarse-graining of reconfiguration images. Such a coarse-graining or self-similarity operation removes microscopic aspects of the images and yields similar reconfiguration image properties above critical context-dependent length scales.
Definition 7 (Dynamic Scale-Space)
A dynamic scale space of the context-dependent free energy F of a reconfiguration images, that is invariant under gauge group G, is governed by where with and with κ a monotonic increasing function, (g,Γ) a metric and connection, suitable initial-boundary conditions, v s connecting free equivalence states, F(p i ) and F(p j ) and free energy F is related to statistical partition function Z. Here x labels any context complex and τ's label dynamic scales consistent with the gauge group G and equivalences.
Note that the evolution of contexts, agents and associated joint tasks, and, thus, reconfiguration images are captured by the dynamic scale-space. Robust prediction models for recommendations of context-dependent reconfigurations naturally emerge over time: evolutionary symmetry breaking is covered by the dynamic scale-space of the reconfiguration images, as the renormalization-group coarse-graining is intrinsically coupled to them; a necessary prerequisite for self-organization.
This does not mean that the introduction of ASK-ASSIST may have such an impact. It merely causes a renormalization of the performance of the security organization even if security objects and procedures become more complex: normally humans would solve incidents for example in an awkward way with many people involved. Adding ASK-ASSIST removes unnecessary overhead from the required new configurations, but does not reduce the level of complexity of the security problem introduced by an incident -law of conservation of complexity or rather free energy F prevails.
In the mobile surveillance security domain, historic data is available in the database that stores all operational data as past security operations in the case of incidents (e.g., David calls Bob when an alarm occurs). Knowledge on past operations is propagated to initialize the parameters in the system. Bootstrapping ASK-ASSIST in case of such incidents, allows proper analysis on how operational performances may increase. In case of, for example, the occurrence of an alarm, the probability of the old working procedures is also spread over ASK-ASSIST; this boils down to that next the standard way also the use of ASK-ASSIST is recommended! Critical solutions manifest themselves on context-specific temporal scales, for example, finding a suitable guard with expertise about a security object. This can be determined taking into account the right time scale. The time scales of determining the most recent possessor of a particular set of keys and the time scales of determining some guard's expertise (longer period) are different. In fact, recommendation in the case of incidents entails scrutinizing contextual segments of a security guard that has found itself in a related context. To determine the different types of time scales, greedy methods could e.g. be iteratively applied to the run-length encoding of the primal context data stored and acquired till corresponding query-specific thresholds are surpassed. These thresholds are manifest in the time-periods that appeared statistically to be predominant and lead to incident resolution. Note that for finding keys or the person that latest visited a security object corresponding to those keys might be the same and implies to use another contextual scale instead of the temporal one.
DESIGN IMPROVISATION SUPPORT Figure 1: ASK-ASSIST architecture.
Currently, a prototype of the system is being used by a security company in the Netherlands. The amount of human actors involved is around 60 guards and 5 team-leaders concerning 1318 sites. In this section, we give a description of the ASK-ASSIST system architecture. ASK-ASSIST has been developed by Almende B.V. on its Common Hybrid Agent Platform (CHAP). 1 This platform enables hybridization of ICT systems, organizations and agent systems, allowing the run-time addition and reorganization of networks without undue impairment of quality of service.
The design of the ASK-ASSIST system for improvisation support is based on a three-layered architecture (see Figure 1) . We focus on the layer of software agents that intermediates between human actors and the data/information layer. While implementing in groovy actors there are a number of small adaptations that allow the introduction of an agent-based layer. Most notably, the introduction of an agent(actor) that is dedicated to processing information from a remote database containing operational data of the mobile surveillance process. This database is known as the FacMan Database (FMDB). In general, for every information source, a dedicated agent exists.
FacMan Agent
The FacMan Agent is the agent that has access to the remote FacMan Report Database. In this database a wide variety of operational data on the security surveillance process is stored: 
Matcher Agent
In the mobile surveillance security domain, historic data is available in the database that stores all operational data as past security operations in the case of incidents such as alarms. Knowledge on past operations is propagated to initialize the parameters in the system. Bootstrapping ASK-ASSIST in case of such incidents, allows proper analysis on how operational performances may increase. The matcher agent is responsible for processing raw data into context-sensitive coalition formation schemes. These schemes can be used for recommendation to the human actors, if an incident is spotted.
To ensure the system robustness, formation schemes are not merely used in offering recommendation on to other agents, but the actual schemes are distributed to all agents that are hosted on communication devices such as PDA's. In this way, by means of redundancy, each individual can use basic recommendation even if the main matching agent is not available.
Switchboard Agent
When a call comes in from the public telephone network, the switchboard agent (actor) creates a telephone agent that identified by the caller-id of the incoming call. The switchboard is based on Asterisk functionality. The switchboard agent is also used to set up calls.
Preferences Agent
The preference agent is able to retrieve the personal preference on, for example, speed dial configurations that are filled in by the security personnel on the ASK-ASSIST web-site.
Entity Agents
In the mobile surveillance domain, several entities such as guards, phones and security sites are connected in a network that is subject to continuous change. ASK-ASSIST manages this evolution by representing entities as agents that are interconnected as a heterogeneous network (Dorogovtsev and Mendes, 2003).
The realizations of such a network at specific time points correspond with the coalition formation processes.
• Telephone agents typically implement the dialling plan based on the interactive voice response menu design of ASK.
The three main functions in the IVR flow consist of: logging in, setting up outgoing call and logging out. In illustration 5, we can see that once the telephone agent has been created, it can communicate with several other agents to retrieve and store (operational) information.
• PDA agents representing PDA devices
• Guard agents representing guards.
• Site agents representing security sites.
• Task agents representing tasks.
• Key agents representing keys.
• Etc…
Matchingmaking functionality
While on duty, an MS often requires information about a specific key to gain access to an object, or information about a specific object or alarm system. Using its matchmaking capabilities, ASK-ASSIST can easily find the right person (availability, lowest possible escalation level) to provide the requested information.
The following options are implemented in the IVR menu flow.
Finding a key of a security object:
An MS may arrive at an object and discover the proper key for accessing the object is not in the key-safe in the vehicle. Using this option, the MS is automatically connected to a person that is most likely to have information about the whereabouts of the key of the object at which the MS is present.
Finding MS having last visited this security object:
If an MS arrives at an object and needs to contact a colleague that has last or very recently visited this security object, then the MS can use Ask-Assist to retrieve that person. Choosing this option, Ask-Assist can setup communication very easily selecting an available person/route.
Finding MS having experience with this security object:
Sometimes an MS wants to contact a colleague having some significant experience with some object. It is interesting to look, not only at the object history, but also at the particular task that were performed by the candidate colleagues. For this option, we need to calibrate the time-scales, we query on by analyzing (overall) performance of the organizational reconfigurations. This means we use context-specific incidents to retrieve, list and rank possible candidates on the basis of the current incident.
Dynamic Conference call for alarm assignment:
ASK-ASSIST should allow conference calls with TL dispatch employee and MS. This means that whenever a TL or dispatch employee is talking to an MS it must be possible to add another TL/dispatch employee into a telephone conference. One can imagine a key that allows the owner of the conference call to add the best suitable available candidate for an alarm assignment. Also here we can calibrate the time-scales we query on by analyzing (overall) performance of the organizational reconfigurations. This means we use an analysis of context-specific incidents to retrieve, list and rank possible candidates on the basis of the current incident.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
An important problem in mobile surveillance is the assignment of route to alarms (see scenario 2). This process can be very time consuming. The average of the amount of time it takes for a teamleader to assign an alarm can be estimated using historic log data. We determined the alarm assignment delays using the log data from 9 months. On a total of 12694 alarm assignments in that period, the average assignment time is about 19 minutes. The amount of alarms that is assigned after 10 minutes is 45.6%. To speed up this process, we developed a dynamic conference call that allows a team-leader to set up a multi-party phone call. In Figure 3 , we present the result of our recommender component. We varied the amount of months used for training, on the x-axis and looked at the resulting accuracy of our recommender in terms of 3 alternatives against the real decision made by the team-leader. We repeated these experiments for three different size of context taken into account. For example, when trained on a period of 9 months with a context of only the route, in 81.7 % of the alarms occurring in the test set, the real decision of the team-leader was among the best three recommendation made by the system. If we increase the number of context elements that is included in the recommendation process, the accuracy with respect to the real decisions made by the team leader decreases.
The training set concerns real data from a database storing operational data for the mobile surveillance process. The total amount is about 1 gigabyte of raw data. The test set concerned the alarms occurring during one month (1187 alarms).
Normally, in 59.45% of the alarm occurrences, the guard arrives in time (i.e., within 30 minutes). It is interesting to see that given a training period of 6 months or more and given a context that includes the travel time from a specific object to the object where the alarm occurs, the amount of top three recommendations that includes solutions in which the guard arrives within 30 minutes is higher than 59.45%. That is, 68.2% for 6 months as training period and 70.78% for 9 months as training period taken from the database. 
Conclusion
We applied a dynamic coalition formation framework to the mobile security domain that enables communication and decision support to security personnel when faced with unexpected incidents. Our analysis of real data of the domain revealed that assigning alarms to guards on routes can be a time-consuming activity. Decision making by a team-leader without support for improvisation is a cumbersome task, because an exploration of alternative assignments tends to increase the assignment time even beyond the average of 19 minutes.
Through experiments in which learned the probabilities on a team-leader successfully assigning an alarm at a specific security object in a particular context to available routes, we showed that we can drastically the assignment time with a higher probability of success by providing alternatives.
We have performed these experiments for different training sets of different sizes and taking in account different number of context elements. The performance of the improvisation support saturates at particular time-scales and particular number of context elements.
